
































































































Chapter 2037 

Chapter 2037 

Meanwhile, Katie Price regained her 

image of being a shrew, and she could not 

wait to go and deal with those aunties 

who had failed miserably. 

For this kind of thing, it would only be 

the most effective the first time. Once 

they failed, the government would not 

allow it even if they wanted to do it again. 

After finishing cursing under her breath, 

Katie looked up at Yvonne Xavier. She 

looked at this woman with looks and 

figures that even women would envy. 

Yvonne stepped forward and lit an 

incense for Miwa Fujihara. However, she 

did not kneel and bow. Instead, she 

walked to the opposite of Katie and sat 

down on her own after honoring the 

dead. "Madam Price, people can't come 

back to life after death. I'm so sorry about 

Miwa, and I offer my condolences.» 
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Chapter 2037 

«Thank you for your concern, Miss 

Xavier." 

Katie obviously knew Yvonne. At this 

moment, she waved her hand, gesturing 

the people around her to leave, and then 

said calmly, '' Miss Xavier, you said you 

have a deal for me. May I know what the 

deal is about?" 

Yvonne said lightly, «1 want evidence 

that could prove Harvey York's 

innocence." 

Katie was taken aback for a moment. She 

then said sternly and furiously, «Yvonne! 

Do you think you could do anything you 

want outside just because you are the 

granddaughter of Jaden Smith? 

'' Do you even know what are you talking 

about? 

'' Harvey killed my daughter, and you 

actually come to me to provide you with 

evidence that could prove his innocence? 
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Chapter 2037 

«Are you out of your mind? Or do you 

think that the Price family is easy to 

bully?!" 

Meanwhile, Katie had a hideous 

expression on her face, as if she was 

about to cut Yvonne into pieces with her 

hands. 

Evidently, she was a real shrew. 

«Madam Price, let's be straightforward ... 

«You are a well-known upper-class 

shrew in Mordu. I'm just a little girl. How 

could I bully you?" 

Yvonne casually took out a few photos 

from her handbag and flicked them in 

front of Katie. She then slowly said, « 

Moreover, you are a woman who could 

even kill your husband to obtain the 

nationality of Island Nation. 

«If I offend you, I'm afraid that I might 

accidentally drink a glass of poisoned 

wine someday." 
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Chapter 2037 

Yvonne's words were indifferent, but 

they caused Katie's eyelids to jump wildly. 

Especially when she saw the photos 

provided by Yvonne, the corners of her 

eyes kept twitching. 

Those photos already had a specific 

chronology. One might not see much just 

by looking at them alone. 

However, if one looked at them 

coherently, then the whole process of 

Katie murdering her husband back then 

could be seen clearly. 

However, Katie remained strong even if 

she felt a little guilty. She said coldly, « 

Yvonne, what's the use of you taking out 

these photos? 

"My husband died in Kyoto, Island 

Nation that year, and the police have 

already closed the case for a long time. 

«Moreover, I have a green card from the 

Island Nation. 
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Chapter 2037 

«oo you think your so-called evidence 

would have any effect on me in this 

situation? 

«could it be that the law of the great 

Country H can punish me, an Islander, 

for what I did in Island Nation? 

«Nai:ve!" 

Katie swept away all the photos on the 

ground while talking and threw them on 

the stove. The photos suddenly began to 

distort and burn as if the past events had 

disappeared. 

Yvonne clapped her hands and lamented. 

She said, «Madam Price is indeed the well 

-known strong woman in Mordu. You 

could still remain so calm even after 

seeing the evidence of your husband's 

murder and managed to forget the things 

that happened in the past. I think there is 

no other person who could do this in 

Mordu!" 
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Chapter 2037 

Katie was unimpressed by Yvonne's 

sarcasm. Instead, she said coldly, "If you 

only have these things, I'm afraid I can't 

strike any deal with you." 
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Chapter 2038 

Yvonne Xavier said indifferently, "If 

Madam Price doesn't care about such 

things, then let me talk about a few 

things that you would actually care 

about." 

Yvonne then took out a few more 

documents, but those documents were all 

transfer records. 

"These accounts should be your offshore 

accounts, right? 

"Before your daughter's accident, several 

sums of money were remitted into these 

accounts through different channels. 

Although every sum of money did have 

the status of a transaction, I have 

carefully verified that the so-called 

transactions were all false transactions. 

Someone sent this money to you through 

money laundering. 

"The money is not much. It's just 31. 5 
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Chapter 2038 

million dollars. But I really don't get it. 

"How could you sell your daughter for 

just 31.5 million dollars? 

"Later, I accidentally learned that the 

huge gambling debt of 450 million 

dollars you owed in Las Vegas a year ago 

has been settled. Only then, I got to know 

that your daughter's price was also quite 

high.,, 

Yvonne then took out a few more 

documents and placed them neatly in 

front of Katie Price as she spoke. 

Katie squinted at Yvonne for a moment 

and finally sighed, "Previously, others 

told me that money could settle 

everything, but I didn't believe it! 

"But seeing Miss Xavier's behavior, I 

understand that the Smith family is 

indeed the wealthiest family in Gangnam! 

"What do you want? Just say it!,, 

Yvonne said indifferently, "CEO York has 
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Chapter 2038 

to come out safely, and his reputation 

should not be tarnished." 

Katie put up an awkward smile. "Are you 

saying that you want me to provide 

evidence of my daughter's suicide and 

this evidence also needs to prove that 

Harvey is being framed?" 

Yvonne said nonchalantly, "Yes!" 

Katie looked cold and stared at Yvonne 

fiercely, "You could even use the dead 

just for that countryman, Harvey! 

"Aren't you afraid that it would cut your 

life short?" 

Yvonne said calmly, "I'm not afraid 

because I have another piece of 

information here. 

"Miwa Fujihara, your daughter. 

"You didn't make a fortune back then, 

but still, you tried to send your daughter t 

o Island Nation to further her studies so 

that she could get the green card of the 
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Chapter 2038 

Island Nation! 

"However, your daughter became the 

lover of a few old men to get the green 

card and also the surname, Fujihara. 

"Sure enough, although it's just a few 

years, she still managed to get what she 

dreamed of. 

"It's just that your daughter is too young. 

She doesn't understand one thing. 

"All the gifts which were given by destiny 

certainly had a hidden price! 

"The hefty price of getting a green card o 

f the Island Nation is to be infected by 

sexual immunodeficiency syndrome or 

generally known as AIDS in short. 

"This medical report shows that your 

daughter is in the late stage of AIDS. 

"Previously, I always wondered why 

Miwa Fujihara would purposely go to CEO 

York's room that night and even tempted 

him despite shame. 
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Chapter 2038 

«1 finally understand it now. 

«There are two purposes. 

«Firstly, if she manages to sleep with 

CEO York, then you don't need to do 

anything. AIDS is enough for CEO York to 

pay for his life. 

«Secondly, if she failed to seduce Harvey, 

then she had to pay the price with her 

life. She certainly knew this very well. 

«originally, such an egocentric person 

like her, one who could even for get her 

roots for her benefits, would not have 

this kind of determination. 

«But when I knew that she only had a few 

more days to live, I finally understood. 

«using her own life in exchange for 

sufficient benefits for her mother. 

«What a perfectly laid out plan!" 
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Chapter 2039 

"I'd have to admit that you have a good 

daughter, Madam Price!» 

Yvonne Xavier spoke eloquently. 

"It's just that I'm very curious, won't you 

be wide awake at night after eating a roll 

dipped in your daughter's blood? 

"You don't have to deny this matter in 

such a hurry, Madam Price. 

"This is because your look, your eyes, 

and your movements are telling me ... 

"That you know the entire truth. 

"If you don't know, then the first thing 

you should do at this moment is to choke 

me to death instead of listening to me 

talking here. 

"Right?» 

Katie Price's expression slightly changed, 
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Chapter 2039 

and she said coldly after a moment, « 

Yvonne, if you think my daughter set up 

Harvey York, you could just bring the 

documents in your hands to appeal and 

clear up his suspicion! 

«You don't have to talk nonsense with m 

e here!" 

Yvonne replied earnestly, « The 

documents in my hands were obtained 

through abnormal means, thanks to 

countless favors and relationships. 

«The provider will not testify about this 

and will not admit that these things are 

theirs. 

«Hence, these things are actually 

useless." 

Katie then sneered, «1f they are useless, 

then you should just get out! Why are you 

talking nonsense here then?!" 

Yvonne smiled and said, «The things in m 

y hands are indeed useless, but Madam 
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Price, what you have on hand is 

beneficial!» 

Katie's face instantly changed. She then 

stared at Yvonne and said, "Yvonne, what 

do you mean? 

"My daughter is dead! 

'' How would I have the evidence that 

could prove the murderer's innocence? 

"What kind of logic is that?! 

'' How many people do you think will 

believe in this if you blurt this out?!,, 

Yvonne said indifferently, "There are 

indeed not too many people who will 

believe it. I only need the people from the 

police station to believe it. 

"This is because, judging from your 

daughter's past qualifications, she is a 

bright but skeptical and selfish woman! 

"Even if she knows that she is dying, she 

will certainly use her value to reap the 
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greatest benefit! 

«A person like her will surely leave 

sufficient evidence before doing formal 

business! 

«The purpose of this piece of evidence is t 

o prevent the person who asked her to do 

these things from betraying her after the 

matter is over. 

«This is to allow you, her mother, to be 

able to get the full benefit. Now, the 

evidence should be in your hands, right? 

« Madam Price! » 

Katie's complexion worsened to the 

extreme in an instant. She fiercely glared 

at Yvonne and said, «B*tch, if you 

continue to talk about these 

presumptuous things, believe it or not, 

I'll smash your pretty face in! 

«Moreover, even if my daughter set up a 

trap with other people and killed herself, 

how would she tell me about this? 
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«You have to know that all children are 

very precious to their mothers! 

«which mother in the world would just 

watch her daughter suffer and not stop 

her?! 

«1'm telling you. I don't know about AIDS! 

«1 would never let my daughter use this i 

n exchange for any sort of benefit! 

«once I know about it, I will certainly 

expend the family wealth as soon as 

possible, only hoping that she could live 

for a few more days!" 

Yvonne almost believed in her after 

seeing Katie in so much pain. 

However, she still smiled and said 

indifferently in the next moment, «well, 

Madam Price, it has been long recognized 

in the circle about what sort of person 

you are. 

«oo you dare to say that you didn't use 
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your daughter's body in exchange for the 

green card of the Island Nation? 

«Your daughter ended up like this for 

your sake. She certainly worked hard for 

you until her dying breath! 

«Thus, she will certainly tell you and will 

also leave you with evidence ... " 
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Chapter 2040 

Katie Price suddenly sneered and replied i 

n a deep voice after seeing Yvonne Xavier 

talking eloquently, "You're indeed from 

the line of the two families among the top 

ten families, the Xavier family of Wolsing 

and also the Smith family of Mordu. 

You' re certainly extraordinary, and even 

your imagination is much more vivid 

than ordinary people! 

"But I still have to tell you that I really 

don't have the so-called evidence that 

you want! 

"As for the documents that you just 

produced, even if they are useful, do you 

think it's enough to kill me? Let alone 

they are useless. 

cc If you want to send me to court, you 

have to send me back to Island Nation! 

"The law of the great Country H can not 

warrant me! 
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«As for if things come to light, do you 

think I would care if there is anyone who 

would insult me? 

"I'm a widow with a dead daughter. Why 

would I care about this? 

« If it requires me to lose a bit of 

reputation so that the murderer who 

killed my daughter would have a tragic 

end! 

« I think it was not only worth it, but it 

was definitely worth it!" 

Yvonne said indifferently, «Madam Price, 

you shouldn't say it like this. 

«For instance, those aunties you sent to 

Mordu Beach to create trouble there, 

what they did has violated the bottom 

line of the government. 

« I heard that even the people from 

Dragon Cell are paying attention to it. 

«If the mastermind behind this incident i 
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s exposed, do you think the government 

will let you go?" 

Katie smiled solemnly and said coldly, "S 

o, that's how it is. Earlier, I wondered 

who had so much money and sprinkled 

tens of millions of cash on the streets, 

just to foil my plan! 

"Since it's the richest man in Gangnam, 

Jade Smith's granddaughter. Then 

everything makes sense! 

"But even if you spoil my plan, so what? 

"From now on, I'll abide by the law and 

even go back to the Island Nation to live 

off the rest of my life. 

"Could you, Yvonne, still take action 

against me?" 

Yvonne sighed and brought out her last 

card. "Apart from Shindan Way, the 

Island Nation has always wanted the 

piece of land in Lujiazui. If I give that plot 

of land to the Island Nation for free, I 
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only hope that you would speak and help 

exonerate Harvey. 

"Will they agree? 

"If you don't agree to their request, will 

the green card of the Island Nation that 

you got through illegal channels still be 

valid? 

« And once the green card expires, will 

the accounts in Island Nation still belong t 

oyou? 

The arrogant expression on Katie's face 

instantly disappeared and was replaced 

with deep fear. 

For her, money and the green card of 

Island Nation were everything. They were 

her belief and foundation for her to keep o 

n living. 

If she lost those things, she might feel 

even worse than death. 

"After the matter is over, I'll give you 

another 15. 7 million dollars. You can rest 
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assured that the origin of this money is 

certainly clean and enough for you to 

survive the rest of your life. 

"Sure enough, you have to transfer all 

your assets in Mordu to CEO York in 

exchange. 

"And you have no other choice because 

this is the only and best way out! 

The big stick and sweet jujube were 

dropped simultaneously. Katie's 

expression changed several times, and 

finally, it solidified into a smile. 

She then respectfully went to the 

bedroom in the back, took out a small 

exquisite box, and then handed it over to 

Yvonne. 

After opening this small box, there was a 

stack of new photos and a voice recorder. 

Other than that, there was also a letter 

inside it. 

Yvonne showed a smile on her face while 
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looking at these things. 

However, Katie looked shy and said 

softly, « Miss Xavier, everything is here. 

«When will the 15.7 million dollars be 

credited to me?!,, 
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